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Sacramento Historic Rose Garden

Preserving California’s Heritage Roses

CELEBRATING 25 YEARS
OPEN GARDEN—APRIL 8
9:30 a.m. — 2:00 p.m.
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Time flies when you’re having fun! Here it is, nearly time for
Open Garden, and this year’s event promises to be great!

Editorial

This year, we are commemorating twenty-five years since the
first roses were planted in what has become a worldrenowned Historic Rose Garden.

Rose Garden P 2
Signage

We have more than 550 rare and historic roses for sale, including several varieties new to the sale. A number are climbing roses, adding vertical interest and beauty to any garden.
Be sure to review the Catalog of Sale Roses coming soon to
the Cemetery Rose website and our Facebook page. We’ll
also publish a list of all sale roses in early March.

CEMETERY ROSE
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We’re planning tours of the garden which should be in full
bloom; some of the early blooming roses were showing signs
of waking up for spring by the end of February.
The roses are in great shape thanks to our volunteers and
thanks to Stephen Scanniello who visited from the East Coast
in January to demonstrate pruning techniques for our volunteers and cemetery visitors. We really appreciate that Stephen, author of Climbing Roses and other books on roses,
visited again this year. He’s a wonderful speaker and even
experienced gardeners always learn something from him.
At our annual Pruning Party two weeks later, volunteers put
what they learned to good use; more roses have received attention than in prior years and should be more than ready to
show off in April.
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This year’s event includes docent-led tours of the Rose Garden and opportunities to see these rare roses up close and
personal. We are not alone in the Cemetery; both Hamilton
Square Perennial Garden and the Native Plant Demonstration
Garden will have volunteers on duty to show off their beautiful plants. A docent-led history walking tour will also be offered. We will provide tours via electric cart.
A Silent Auction with a few special roses will be included as
well as rosy-related items for sale. As always, funds generated at this event will be used for continuing care of the garden
and enhancement of the cemetery.
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EDITORIAL
We’re living in historic times. Yes, that is always
true, but this year, we’re aware of it. (and no, I’m not
talking about politics…)
The Historic Rose Garden has come through this
historically wet winter in good shape. Despite the
wet and chilly winter, volunteers have continued to
work with the roses. The cemetery having been sited
on one of the Sacramento River’s historic sand hills
has helped the roses as well as other trees and plants
on the property to come through pretty well. Apparently our predecessors knew what they were doing.
Working this winter has been a bit of a trial, though.
When it wasn’t raining, it was windy or cold. Rainy
days weeks followed by sunshine fooled some roses
into blooming and also germinated many more weed
seeds than usual.
Thank goodness for our patient volunteers who
spent time on hands and knees, doing the hard work
of pulling weeds. I hope each one felt as satisfied as
I do when a plot is cleared of the pesky things!

Historic Rose Garden
Events
March 25—Spring Beauties Awaken
Tour
April 1—Primping Party
April 8—Open Garden
April 15—Romance and Roses
April 22—Old Garden Rose Class
April 29—Sacramento Rose Show
May 1—Deadheading at Dusk
June 5—Deadheading at Dusk
September 9—Propagation Class
November 18—Fall Color Tour

Judy Eitzen, ed.
Questions, comments, concerns
verlaine@citlink.net

ROSE GARDEN SIGNAGE

What a lovely thing a
rose is!
Arthur Conan Doyle

Weeds...not so much

J. V. Eitzen
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Many people contributed toward a total of
$1,900 to the Historic Rose Garden in honor of
our first curator, Barbara Oliva. The funds were
designated to be used for signage in the Historic
Rose Garden, based on her family’s desire that
these memorial funds be earmarked for a special
purpose. We envisioned a sign that showed a
map of the garden and explained its mission;
however, we were advised by city staff that they
want to install very few, if any, additional interpretive signs throughout the cemetery. We are
exploring alternative signage options and continue to hold the funds in reserve.
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CURATOR’S CORNER
Our prayers for rain were answered this winter,
and then some. It rained and blew, and blew and
rained some more. This winter’s weather was
headline news. By mid-February, we’ve had six
inches more rain than Seattle and already exceeded
Sacramento’s annual average rainfall. Most of the
precipitation was delivered via intense tropical
“atmospheric rivers” accompanied by warm temperatures and high wind.
The storms caused no tree damage within the rose
garden, although several large limbs fell elsewhere
in the cemetery. Two trees, an elm by the Grand
Army of the Republic plot and a mimosa near the
Mortuary Chapel, are no longer stable and are slated for removal. Luckily, the monuments and other
structures sustained very little damage, although
the statue on the Green monument on Maple Street
was grazed by a falling limb. It turned at a fortyfive degree angle and now gazes southwest. We
think she probably enjoys having a different view
and not having the setting sun in her eyes anymore!
What about the roses? They came through the
storms with few problems. All the rebar supports
and other arbors stayed firmly upright. Two large
climbing roses supported by free-standing frames,
or “corrals,” blew to one side. We took the opportunity to cut out dead and old canes from “Not
Parks’ Humes’” and ‘Fortune’s Double Yellow’, then
squared up the frames and tied their remaining
canes back into place. There is enough growth left
on these once-blooming roses to produce a modest
spring bloom. We will miss their massive display
this year, but these roses will regrow quickly and
return to their full glory.
Our volunteers also withstood the weather well,
coming out faithfully to prune whenever they
could. The cemetery is now open seven days a
week, which allowed us to work on sunny days even
when our usual Tuesday and Saturday work days
were rained out. We were joined by AmeriCorps
volunteers during the winter holidays and again on
a January workday at which they had the opportunity to try their hands at pruning a few roses under the tutelage of Stephen Scanniello. Thirty people came to the pruning party and made a big impact. As a result of all of this effort, we’ve pruned
all the Hybrid Tea and Hybrid Perpetual roses,
trimmed and tied up all the climbing roses, cut out
dead canes wherever we found them, and shaped
most of the other roses in the garden. Never before
have we pruned so thoroughly. Visitors to the garden remark on how open and trimmed the garden
looks.
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Anita Clevenger
A pruned heritage rose still can be quite big, of
course. We continue to grow the roses to their full
potential as much as possible. As Ann Mansker
said to the Preservation Commission, “The rose
aren’t overgrown. They are large.”
As we completed the pruning, new growth was already sprouting throughout the garden.
We
rushed to spread alfalfa pellets to add organic matter and nutrients to the soil and to encourage new
canes to grow. What’s so special about alfalfa?
As Gary Rankin writes on the American Rose Society website, “As a fertilizer, alfalfa is 5-1-2, providing a good source of nitrogen, calcium, iron, magnesium, phosphorus, zinc, vitamins (A, D, B1, B6,
E, K and U) and triaconatol, which is a fatty acid
growth stimulant. Because of these beneficial
components, alfalfa provides roses many of the
substances that they need to grow as well as stimulating growth.” In years past, we’ve scattered a cup
or two under selected roses, spreading a total of
four or five 50-pound bags. This year, we bought
30 bags (3/4 of a ton!) and applied it at two or
three times that rate under most of the roses in the
garden. The pellets have swollen and broken apart
from the rain, and we are in the process of working
it into the soil under the drip line of the roses. We
will soon follow up with an application of fertilizer.
With all of this rain, pruning, and added nutrients,
how good do we expect our spring bloom to be?
We are seeing an unusual number of new canes
emerge. It’s logical to think the flowers will be bigger than usual.
There are signs that the bloom season may be early
again this year, which bodes well for Open Garden.
It’s also possible that some diseases may be more
prevalent as a result of the wet conditions. We’ve
already spotted powdery mildew on a few roses,
much earlier than usual due to the mild temperatures, and are testing the use of neem oil on a few
mildew magnets along the fence. We anticipate
there may be more insect pests ready to feast on
the succulent new growth that our roses will be
producing. Certainly, we will have plenty of weeds
as well, although we will do our best to keep them
to a minimum. No matter what happens, we look
forward to a magnificent spring.
To paraphrase an old saying, ‘Whether it’s cold or
whether it’s hot, we shall have roses, whether or
not.”
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WEEDY WET WINTER

Judy Eitzen

With the incredible amount of rainfall this winter, we’re seeing early spring weeds in the Rose Garden and at home the likes of which we haven’t seen in years. There are millions of them, including
ones we haven’t had to control in some years. At a recent Master Gardener meeting, the speaker
was Dr. Joseph DiTomaso from UC Davis who spoke about the identification of weeds.
Why do we need to identify weeds? Primarily because the best controls for
weeds are those that can be used early in the life cycle – i.e., control them
before they can set seeds and while they’re still tender plants.

In California, there are some 11,500 different wild plants. 83% of these are
species – that is, not hybrids. The percentage of non-native plants varies
from place to place; in California it is 24%. That’s a lot of weeds – okay, not
all wild plants are weeds, but many are.
There are a variety of resources to help identify weeds; one of the earliest was Willis Linn Jepson
who published The Jepson Manual for vascular plants in 1923 and it has since been updated. This
resource can be used online through the University of California, Berkeley at http://
ucjeps.berkeley.edu/eflora/
A paperback volume published by the CSU Chico Herbarium; Keys for identification of Wild Flowers, Ferns, Trees, Shrubs, Woody Vines of Northern California,
uses keys to identify many plants found in the northern part of the state.
The University of California, Davis website, ucanr.edu is very useful for identifying
and treating weeds. It includes a user-friendly weed identification tool with control
recommendations as part of the UC Integrated Pest Management Program.
Most resources use dichotomous keys to identify plants. That
is, an either-or question is asked, then another, then another, until the plant is
identified. For example: in the key to wild flower families the first question is:
 One pistil to each individual flower OR
 More than one pistil to each individual flower
The difficulty comes when attempting to identify plants when they are young and don’t have all the
characteristics of a mature plant. Few weeds have flowers right now, but still
need to be controlled.

Dr. DiTomaso has developed an online key that can be used by focusing on a
young plant’s unusual characteristics (square stem, sticky white sap, etc.) This
key can be found at the Weed Research and Information Center website:
wric.ucdavis.edu/. This site does more than provide a key to identifying weeds.
It includes information on the biology of weeds, herbicides, photographs, weed
management and even a blog on weed science. There are also links to other
websites on weeds and invasive plants.
So now to the tedious job of removing the darn things…
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AN UNEXPECTED GIFT

Judy Eitzen

Over the years, Rose Garden volunteers have participated in a variety of opportunities to promote our collection of historic roses through attending events, public presentations and talks, and tours of the garden.
We have received recognition from the City and from various rose organizations around the world. Volunteers feel proud when our work is recognized, though we are not always aware the impact the Historic Rose
Garden can have on others.
In January, the Historic Rose Garden received an unexpected gift—a donation of $900—from the Golden
Sierra Rose Society. The President and Treasurer, Rosemary Sawyer sent the donation to us as the society,
located in Sonora County, disbanded.

California non-profit laws require assets of a disbanding non-profit be distributed to similar organizations—that is, one/s which have the same IRS exemption as the dissolving organization. In that sense, the
Old City Cemetery Committee (of which we are a part) fits the criteria.
That said, we are grateful that members of the Golden Sierra Rose Society who thought of the Historic Rose
Garden. The group includes Fred Boutin, one of the founders of our garden. In a letter accompanying the
donation, Rosemary Sawyer stated she and her husband had visited our garden several times and have
photos of our roses hanging in their home. She further stated that they, “...are thrilled that the donation
from our society will help prolong their existence.”
A formal thank you was sent to Ms. Sawyer, and we wish to make known publicly our appreciation for this
very generous gift. Designated for the rose garden, it will be used to preserve roses, educate the public and
improve the cemetery.
Thank you to the Golden Sierra Rose Society and its members.

ADDITIONS TO THE COLLECTION

Anita Clevenger

We’ve planted fifteen additional found roses throughout the garden. A few are duplicates of particularly
rare roses already in the garden or elsewhere in the cemetery. Others are new to us.
We have planted some roses that we’ve coveted for a long time, such as “Romaggi
Plot Bourbon.” We’ve tried for years to get a plant of “Frances Grates’ Tea.” We
still don’t have it, but we’ve now planted “Fiddletown Cherry”, which is thought to
be the same rose. Fred Boutin gave us a plant that he believes is the original ‘Seven
Sisters’, a name that has been applied to many different pink climbing roses that do
not match the historical depictions of this famous rose. We don’t yet know whether
this rose is the same as the one that Gregg Lowery of Vintage Gardens and Mike
Shoup of Antique Rose Emporium identified as the real ‘Seven Sisters’, R. multiflora platyphylla. Fred has also given us a rose that he thinks matches the description of ‘Géant des Battailes’ better than other roses that have been given this name.
We are planting “Jost Plot Tea” and “Angel’s Camp Tea” side by side so that we can
determine whether they are the same rose. We welcome having the opportunity to
grow and study them all, and to appreciate their beauty.
R. multiflora platyphylla
by Redoute
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Our high school intern, Danica Skillman, has put fencing around the smaller roses
and will be tending them to ensure that they are off to a good start.
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HEILBRON LEGACY ROSES

Anita Clevenger

A handful of ‘legacy’ or ‘memorial’ roses originally planted by families a century or more ago survive in
our cemetery. Two of them are ‘Manettii’ roses in the August Heilbron plot along Maple Avenue to the
west of the rose garden. This year, we were pleased to make the acquaintance of August’s greatgrandson Fritz, and to learn that he has been watering and trimming these roses for the past twenty
years. Stephen Scanniello did a light pruning
of these roses during his pruning workshop.
You may not know about August Heilbron, an
early pioneer from Germany who made a fortune as a grocer and cattleman during the
Gold Rush. However, you may be familiar
with his Italianate mansion, built in 1881 . Its
site at 7th and O Streets is slated to become a
very large office complex. The fate of the
house is unknown, al-though Fritz, historic
preservationists and many others who admire this house hope that it can stay in place
or be moved intact. Watch for information
on the Friends of the Heilbron Facebook page
or read more about the house at
http://www.sacbee.com/news/local/newscolumns-blogs/city-beat/
article126738579.html .

Stephen Scanniello with Fritz Heilbron
Ironically, the Heilbron roses have also been threatened recently. According to the city’s guidelines for
cemetery plantings,
these roses would
need to be moved or
removed
because
they are in front of a
headstone.
Fortunately, they still remain thanks to the
moratorium on moving roses requested
by Councilmember
Steve Hansen. Ideally the house and roses alike can be preserved.
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HERITAGE ROSES IN VIRGINIA—HRF CONFERENCE
“Returning to Our Roots, and Planning for the Future”
May 16—18, 2017
Interested in how heritage roses are grown in historic sites on the other side of the United States? Want to
wander through 19th century garden cemeteries, and meet the people who care for the roses?
The Heritage Rose Foundation’s conference in Fredericksburg, Virginia, affords just such an opportunity.
Highlights of the conference include an optional pre-conference tour to Charlottesville to visit Tufton Farm
(home of the Center for Historic Plants and the Leonie Bell Noisette Garden) and a tour of Monticello
(home of President Thomas Jefferson).
The first day of the conference will be held at historic Belmont,
and features lectures and a visit to this 18th-century house and gardens. The following day we board busses for a tour to Richmond’s

HOLLYWOOD CEMETERY
‘MLLE CECILE BRUNNER’

Hollywood Cemetery, founded in 1847, so named for the many holly trees on the site. Like Sacramento’s
Historic City Cemetery, Hollywood Cemetery is on the National Register of Historic Places. We’ll tour the
cemetery, focusing on the many old roses there.
The conference ends with a dinner at Hartwood Roses. Some conference attendees plan to extend their visit by going to the Lynchburg Old City Cemetery and its rose garden, and to check out other area gardens and
historic sites.
Details of the conference are in the Heritage Rose Foundation’s newsletter and posted on their website:
www.heritagerosefoundation.com. Conference hotel registration details are on the HRF website.
Conference registration is through Brown Paper Tickets: http://www.brownpapertickets.com/
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Our volunteers are a very special group. Where else could you find a group of hard workers who
appear when it’s near freezing or the temperatures are over 100° or the wind is blowing a gale,
prepared to work. They are equally at home snipping spent blossoms, pruning dead wood or pulling weeds. What a bunch!
This year’s pruning party was held on January 28 and, though it was sunny, the morning was pretty chilly. The 29 volunteers in the above photo, however, came to work and work they did, breaking at midday for a hot pot-luck lunch. This year, more roses in the garden received attention than
in prior years. We will be beautiful for Open Garden in April.
A Propagation Team made up of green-thumbed volunteers worked hard at Consumnes River College to stick, pot-up and grow nearly 200 roses for the April sale—thanks to Dave Andrews and the
Horticulture Department. Karen Jefferson stuck some 200 roses in her greenhouse and several
other volunteers also grew new plants at home. We expect to have more than 550 roses for sale at
Open Garden.
Getting the garden ready for Open Garden will include a Primping Party on Saturday, April 1.
Come join in the fun as we prettify the rose garden for the 300+ expected visitors the following
week.
In our twenty-fifth year we are starting a new tradition—Lunch. Let’s meet quarterly to enjoy
lunch together. We plan to alternate Tuesday and Saturday work days. The first lunch will be
Tuesday, February 28 at 11:30 at the Tower Café (Broadway & 16th). In May, we’ll lunch on a Saturday...date and place to be announced.
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TERRIFIC TEAS

Judy Eitzen

An occasional column featuring a specific rose class...
Tea roses come to us from Asia and are very will suited to California, often growing large and becoming
prominent features in the garden. Early spring is the time to begin watching these beauties as they begin to
show new foliage with bronze, plum or even chartreuse coloration. Flowers soon follow, showing colors
found in Impressionist paintings—according to Gregg Lowery of Vintage Gardens—blends of soft yellow,
copper, apricot, ivory and cream. Most are scented with a fragrance often described as that of fresh tea
leaves.
These roses have long been hybridized, even before their introduction to Europe in the early 19th century.
In mid-19th century, hybridizers began crossing Teas with other roses in an effort to offset the nodding or
weak neck of Tea roses which causes the flowers to bend down. One very popular result, of course, was the
Hybrid Tea, but these lovely Teas, growing tall, lure the visitor to look up and into the blossoms. Most Teas
have a tendency to continue to grow year-round with new growth pushing from every possible place, and
while remaining small in cooler climes, can grow quite large in our garden. Check them out this spring.
As stated by Walter Wright in his Roses and Rose Gardens (1911), “If there are Teas among the Roses the
beds will be beautiful from the first break of growth in spring. It is one of the supreme joys of the Rose
grower to watch the bed break gently, almost imperceptibly, into a tender film of bronze, which presently
deepens, thickens and darkens. The first leaves are slender, shimmery, almost intangible things. They
hover over the earth like a tinted cloud. The first glimmer of the shoots is like the faint radiance of a distant firmament at dawn. There is life, there is brightness, there is interest in the bed long before the first
flower appears”

FourTea roses—Left to right:
‘Lady Hillingdon’, “Hubner Plot”, ‘Maman Cochet’, and ‘Duchesse de Brabant’

TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE
The City still has not established the Technical Advisory Committee or set the date for its first
meeting. The moratorium for moving or removing roses and structures based on the guidelines is still in effect.
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CEMETERY ROSE
Garden Tip
As rosarian Kim Rupert once stated,
“Weeds are nature’s little companion
plants.”
Appropriate weed control requires a decision. Does it need to be removed before
setting seeds or taking over? Or, is it pretty enough to remain?
Some plants often considered pesky weeds
are encouraged in the Rose Garden and
may work well in the home garden. Examples include California poppies, Lupine
and Capeweed and Common fumitory. All
may be considered pesky weeds by some,
but have their place.
As long as the ‘weed’ can be controlled and
doesn’t adversely compete with roses for
water or nutrients, consider including
them in your garden plan. Note that many
also attract pollinators; one more reason
to keep them around.

Volunteer Activities
As always, we have work for volunteers and encourage anyone who wants to learn about these wonderful
historic roses to join us.
Regular work days are Tuesday and Saturday mornings.
Primping Party—April 1
No, it’s not an April Fool’s joke, it’s a real work day.
Join us from 9 to noon; bring gloves, your favorite
weeding tools and buckets. We’ll provide refreshments and will focus on clearing out weeds, spent
blooms and anything that’s needed to get the garden
ready for the Open Garden event on April 8.
Open Garden
Volunteers are invited to participate behind the
scenes of this event. Please contact Anita Clevenger,
anitac5159@gmail.com

Judy Eitzen, ed.
8698 Elk Grove Blvd.
Suite 1, #271
Elk Grove, CA 95624
Verlaine@citlink.net
www.cemeteryrose.org
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